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	1. Introduction
	2. APPROACH
	2.1. General Approach

	To answer the above question several steps need to be performed that are shown in FIGURE 1.
	FIG 1.Flowchart of the general procedure used in this study
	In the first step, from the available planned point profile data formation candidates are being defined by pairwise comparing the trajectories of the flights in the European airspace and identifying long-term close vicinity segments (LCV-segments). Fo...
	2.2. Assumptions

	Several assumptions are underlying the studies presented in this paper that are concerning the conduction and modeling of the formation flight.
	The general assumptions concerning the operation of formation flight are listed below.
	 Two-aircraft formations
	 Constant Formation Cruise Speed (FCS)
	 Constant Formation Cruise Altitude (FCA)
	 Planned formation flight
	 No positional changes
	 Course corrections possible
	Assumptions that are specific to the study presented in this paper are described in the following.
	LCV-segment limits
	Two points of a point profile are considered in close vicinity when the following three conditions are fulfilled. First a lateral distance below 5 nautical miles that corresponds to the minimum lateral separation defined by ICAO. Second a vertical dis...
	The assumptions described above are summed up in the following list.
	 Lateral distance  < 5 nm
	 Vertical distance < 0.01 FL
	 Time deviation    < 5 min
	 Both flight levels  > FL100
	 Minimum LCV time > 30 min
	Rendezvous length
	As no reference values for the duration of the rendezvous maneuver exist, the length of this segment needs to be estimated. Therefore the assumption is made, that in the worst case the 5nm of the maximum lateral distance as defined above might need to...
	Separation length
	The length of the separation segment can be considered shorter than the rendezvous segment as the maneuver can be assumed to be less critical and the follower does not need to catch up with the leader. The length of the separation segment ,𝑺-𝒔𝒆𝒑. ...
	2.3. Scope

	For the study presented in this paper the day of 7th of June in 2012 was evaluated. All flights on this day with a planned departure time between 0:00h and 23:59h were subject to evaluation. Furthermore the geographical locations of the origin and des...
	3. METHODS
	In this chapter the methods used to conduct the study presented in this paper will be described, following the general approach shown in FIGURE 1. The parameters and metrics used in this study will be presented in an additional section at the end of t...
	3.1. Identification of formation candidates
	Formation candidates are identified by analyzing planned point profile data. Two flights are considered a formation candidate if they are planned to fly at close vicinity at roughly the same time for at least thirty minutes. The point profiles are par...
	To detect LCV-segments planned point profile point-pairs in close vicinity are detected from the interpolated trajectory points. A grid approach is used to avoid comparing all point pairs by limiting the comparison to points in surrounding grid-elemen...
	3.2. Construction of formation missions
	The formation candidates that have been identified by the previous steps need to be converted to valid formation geometries as defined in [16]. As a result from the assumptions made in chapter 2.2, the individual missions of the formation members need...
	Selection of FCA
	It can be observed, that the identified LCV-segments of the trajectories may contain an altitude change. As the assumptions made in this paper contradict a simultaneous altitude change of the formation, these altitude changes have to be removed. There...
	Construction of Formation Points
	As the LCV-segments remaining after the FCA selection represent the longest possible segment for formation flight, it is assumed, that the rendezvous and separation maneuvers have to be conducted within this segments. The first and the last points of ...
	FIGURE 3 shows a schematic view of the construction of the formation trajectory from the planned point profile data. The LCV-segment of the trajectory is shown in blue. After the translation to a valid formation mission the red part of the LCV-segment...
	Estimation of FCS
	The Formation Cruise Speed (FCS) of a formation candidate is initially calculated from the standard cruise speeds of the formation members. The mach numbers of both members are thereby compared and the lower value is selected as initial FCS. This sele...
	Estimation of loadfactors
	Other than the formation geometry, FCA and FCS the loadfactors are not known from the given planned point profile data or aircraft characteristics and therefore need to be estimated. The estimation algorithm used in this approach is speed optimal. Thi...
	3.3. Calculation of formation benefits
	The calculation of the formation benefits takes place using a trajectory calculation that simulates the formation benefits using an aerodynamic model as described in [16]. For this calculation an adapted version of the Trajectory Calculation Module (T...
	As the trajectory calculation cannot exactly rebuild the given 4D-trajectory from the planned point profile data the calculated trajectory deviates from the originally planned point profile. This is especially true for the pre-formation and post-forma...
	Because of the use of the adapted TCM for the trajectory calculation the aircraft types are limited to the aircraft covered in BADA 4. From the original 605 formation candidates therefore only 510 were assessed in this study (see also TABLE 1).
	3.4. Assessment of arrangement
	For each formation candidate both arrangements of the aircraft within the formation are possible and yield different benefits. Both arrangements are therefore modeled as two separate formations and finally compared in terms of efficiency metric thus a...
	3.5. Parameters and Metrics
	(1) ,𝝃-𝒂.=,,𝑺-𝒂.-,𝑺-𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒆..  ,𝝃-𝒃.=,,𝑺-𝒃.-,𝑺-𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒆..
	(2) ,𝝃-𝒃𝒆𝒏.=,,𝑺-𝒃𝒆𝒏.-,𝑺-𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒆..
	(3) 𝜹=,𝝃-𝒂.+,,𝝃-𝒃𝒆𝒏.-𝟐.
	(4) 𝝀=,∆𝑭-,𝑭-𝒓𝒆𝒇..=,,𝑭-𝒓𝒆𝒇.−,𝑭-𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒎.-,𝑭-𝒓𝒆𝒇..

	4. RESULTS
	4.1. Overall statistics
	In this chapter general statistics resulting from the calculations are presented. TABLE 1 gives an overview of the global study parameters.
	TAB 1. Statistical overview of flights and formations
	From the initial 23836 considered flights 838 LCV-segments were identified that were reduced to a unique set of 605 formation candidates or 1210 flights, representing about 5% of the considered flights. After reducing to BADA 4 aircraft and considerin...
	4.2. Durations and Route Lengths
	For the resulting 500 formations the durations of the LCV-segments are shown in FIGURE 4.
	FIG 4.  Distribution of durations of LCV-segments in minutes (only durations over 30 minutes were taken into account)
	The average duration can be found at 53,65 minutes, the maximum at 161 minutes and the minimum at 31 minutes. The distribution is asymmetric with a positive skew. This can be a result of the assumption that only LCV-segments longer than 30 minutes wer...
	FIG 5.  Distributions of absolute route length (ground track) separated for leader and follower
	The distribution of the route lengths of the ground tracks of the formation missions ,𝑺-𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒎. are shown in FIGURE 5. For the leader in average higher values can be observed. The average formation route length for the leader is 2159 km compared to...
	4.3. Formation Airports
	The resulting formation missions can be analyzed concerning the origin and destination airports. FIGURES 6 and 7 show the distributions of the top-20 origins and destinations summed up by leader and follower and ordered by overall occurrence.
	It can be found, that some airports accommodate more formation flights than others. This is even true for both directions as can be observed e.g. for LEPA (Palma de Mallorca) and EGKK (London Gatwick).
	FIG 6. Top-20 origin airports for formations separated by leader and follower and sorted by overall occurrence
	FIG 7. Top-20 destination airports for formations separated by leader and follower and sorted by overall occurrence
	4.4. Aircraft Types
	FIGURE 8 shows the distributions of the aircraft types separated by leader and follower and arranged by the occurrence of formations. It can be found, that the vast majority of the formations is being performed by only five aircraft types with the Boe...
	Generally all aircraft types are used as leader and follower, however it can be found, that the distribution of leaders and followers slightly differs for some aircraft types as it can be found for example for the 737-800 that is more often used as le...
	4.5. Formation Parameters
	The formation parameters give a direct idea of the formation geometry. Therefore it is of major interest to evaluate the distributions of these parameters for the given study. Mean and median values of the parameters can additionally be used to assess...
	FIG 8. Distribution of aircraft types separated for leader and follower and arranged by occurrence
	Relative lengths of formation segments
	The relative length of the formation segment ,𝝃-𝒃𝒆𝒏. is a very important parameter that gives valuable information about the formation geometry. FIGURE 9 shows the distributions of ,𝝃-𝒃𝒆𝒏. for leader and follower.
	FIG 9. Distribution of relative lengths of formation segments (,𝝃-𝒃𝒆𝒏.) separated by leader and follower
	It can be found, that the distribution of ,𝝃-𝒃𝒆𝒏. is asymmetric with a positive skew. The means are located at 0,296 for the leader and 0,359 for the follower. In average the follower therefore flies slightly longer in formation with respect to th...
	As leader and follower fly on the same formation segment, the absolute lengths of the formation segments of leader and follower are identical as it can be seen in FIGURE 10. Basically the same asymmetric distributions can be observed as for the relati...
	FIG 10. Distribution of lengths of formation segments (ground tracks) separated by leader and follower
	Relative lengths of pre formation segments
	The relative length of the pre formation segment ,𝝃-𝒂. describes the length of the route segment before the formation phase begins. The distributions of ,𝝃-𝒂. are shown in FIGURE 11.
	FIG 11. Distribution of relative lengths of pre formation segments (,𝝃-𝒂.) separated by leader and follower
	Same as for ,𝝃-𝒃𝒆𝒏., ,𝝃-𝒂. shows an asymmetry in the distribution with a positive skew. However in contrast to ,𝝃-𝒃𝒆𝒏. the values of ,𝝃-𝒂. for the follower are slightly lower. The means are located at 0,373 for the leader and at 0,333 for ...
	Formation locations
	The formation location 𝜹 describes the relative position of the formation segment in relation to the overall ground track. 𝜹=𝟎,𝟓 indicates, that the formation segment is right in the middle of the mission, 𝜹<𝟎,𝟓 indicates a shift of the formati...
	FIGURE 12 shows a symmetric distribution of the formation location with the means at around 0,521 for the leader and 0,513 for the follower. This means, that the formation segments are in average located almost in the middle of the formation mission.
	FIG 12. Distribution of location of the formation segment δ in relation to the overall mission separated by leader and follower
	Loadfactors
	As the loadfactors of the formation members are not known from the planned point profile data, they are estimated during the calculation using the method described in chapter 3.2. The distributions of the resulting loadfactors are shown in FIGURE 13.
	FIG 13. Distribution of the estimated loadfactors separated by leader and follower
	It can be found, that the loadfactors in general range from 0,7 to 0,825 with outliers at 0,375 and 0,425. The average loadfactors can be found to be around 0,818 for the leader and 0,82 for the follower. For both leader and follower in 50 formations ...
	Formation Cruise Speeds
	The formation cruise speed is subject to change by the described algorithm and therefore is evaluated within this study. FIGURE 14 shows the distribution of FCSs for all calculated missions. It turned out, that during the calculation in no case the FC...
	FIG 14. Distribution of formation cruise speeds (FCS)
	Formation Cruise Altitudes
	The formation cruise altitudes of the formation missions are determined by the available planned point profile data and therefore are not altered within this study. The distribution of the formation cruise altitudes is shown in FIGURE 15.
	FIG 15. Distribution of formation cruise altitudes (FCA)
	The flightlevels range from FL320 to FL400 with a peak at FL370 and are basically normally distributed over the covered range.
	Average and mean values
	The following TABLE 2 holds the mean, median, minimum and maximum values of the formation parameters.
	TAB 2. Mean, median, minimum and maximum values of the formation parameters
	4.6. Potential benefits

	The benefits of a formation can be assessed using the metrics described in chapter 3.4. In the study presented in this paper the leader does not achieve a change in the fuel consumption, as the reference mission corresponds with the formation mission ...
	If can be found from FIGURE 16, that the distributions of  𝝀 are asymmetric with a positive skew. As it can be expected, the range of the values for the follower is higher than the range for the whole formation as for the whole formation the fuel sav...
	FIG 16. Distributions of formation efficiency metric separated by follower and the whole formation

	The average values for 𝝀 are at 0,0648 for the follower and 0,0281 for the whole formation. The highest values can be found at 0,269 for the follower and 0,074 for the whole formation.
	FIG 17. Distribution of absolute fuel savings for the whole formation ,𝜟𝑭-𝑭.
	FIGURE 17 shows the distribution of the average fuel savings ,𝜟𝑭-𝑭.. The values spread from 108kg to 1638kg of saved fuel with an average at 346kg. The potential fuel savings of all formations as resulting from the calculations sum up to about 1730...
	Average and mean values
	The following TABLE 3 holds the mean, median, minimum and maximum values of the benefit metrics.
	TAB 3. Mean, median, minimum and maximum values of the metrics used for the evaluation

	5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
	In this paper possible formation missions were identified based on planned point profile data for the European airspace and assessed in terms of potential fuel savings. It could be shown, that a considerable amount of formation flight opportunities in...
	As the presented study only covers a limited geographic area it can be expected, that worldwide much more opportunities for formation flight exist and that higher fuel savings can be expected. It is therefore necessary to expand the scope to larger sc...
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